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Document classification based on content is a general task that appears in a wide spe
of tasks from text retrieval to automatic browsing tools or database maintenance. It is ex
sive when performed manually−even though this is still the most accurate method. In t
project we have implemented a simple probabilistic document classifier based on corpu
ilarity from a predefined topic hierarchy. It is based on the Naïve Bayes method with m
nomial sampling well suited for related text classes. The method was evaluated with a
articles from three different journals in Computer Science. The experiments showed
Naïve Bayes classifier was able to correctly determine the class of 93% of the abstracts
test set, for well balanced training data.

1. Introduction

The question of whether an automatic classifier performs better than humans is a long
ing controversy. Certainly it depends on how skilled the person is, but also on the amou
documents to be classified. Generic classifiers often have poorer performance than th
using domain-specific methods [1] but humans taggers will also find greater difficultie
categorizing wide-ranging text sets. Time and cost effectiveness issues have contribu
making automatic tools an attractive alternative and promoted research in the field.

Several machine learning techniques have been developed to automatically discern
content. Indexing non-homogeneous documents, as the ones found on the World Wid
is discussed in a recent survey by Y.Yang et. al. [2] It focuses on well-known algorit
(Naïve Bayes, Nearest Neighbor and First Order Inductive Learner) applied to hypertex
egorization. The sparseness problem caused by large number of categories wit
documents on each is examined in [3]. Estimates of the terms distributions are made b
ferentiation of words in the hierarchy according to their level of generality/specificity. So
practical work has been done within Web page clustering. We mention two diffe
approaches to organize a set of documents. In [4] categories are being constructed fro
of unclassified texts. The documents are clustered together according to semantic sim
criteria. This is certainly the most frequent practice in text classification. A different id
syntactic clustering, is discussed in [5]. Their intention is to determine whether two d
ments are “roughly the same” or “roughly contained” except from modifications suc
formatting or minor corrections.
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More homogeneous texts are often indexed in predefined categories. They are charac
by containing multiple overlapping terms across the classes. One example of this type o
pus is presented in [7]. Machine learning techniques are used to detect whether or not l
works can be classified according to the genders of their authors just by noting differen
the type of prose. The subject of the classifier proposed in [8] are bioinformatics articles
general idea behind this work is that the features useful for distinguishing articles vary am
the different levels in the hierarchy.

Classifiers can be used for either category ranking or automated category assign
(binary classification). Both require the same kind of computation and deduce the same
mation [9]. The type of output depends on the application. For user interaction a cate
ranking system would be more useful while for fully automated classification tasks cate
assignment is desirable.

2. Categorization Model

a) Naïve Bayes probabilistic classifier

We assume that a predefined set of text categories is given. A large set of abstracts from
of the categories conform the corpus. Each document is presumed to belong to a
category.

Based on this corpus we define a probability model for abstracts. New documents are
sified following Bayes’ rule by computing posterior probabilities over the categories. N
Bayes probabilistic classifiers are commonly used in text categorization. The basic ide
use the joint probabilities of words and categories to estimate the probabilities of categ
given a document [10]. It is easy to estimate the probability of each term by simply coun
the frequency with which the target value occurs in the training data:

The naive part of such an approach is the assumption of word independence [10]. In
words, the probability of observing the conjunctionw1,w2,...,wn, is just the product of the
probabilities for the individual attributes.

Notice that in a Naïve Bayes learner, the number of distinctP(wi|Ci) that must be calculated
is significantly smaller than all possibleP(w1,w2,...,wn,|Ci). Despite the independence
assumption is clearly incorrect−it is more probable to find the wordnetworkif the preceding
word isneural− the algorithm performs well in many text classification problems.

The documentD is assigned to the class that returned greatest probability of observin
words that were actually found in the document, according to the formula

Occurrences of wi in Class

No. of Words in the Class(C)
P(wi|Class)= ( 1 )

P w1 w2 …wn Cj, ,( ) P wi Cj( )
i

∏= ( 2 )

Class max
Cj C∈ P Cj( ) P wi Cj( )

wi D∈
∏⋅

 
 
 

arg= ( 3 )
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b) Canonical form of the document

The first main issue involved in applying the Naïve Bayes classifier to text classification p
lems is to decide how to represent an arbitrary text document in terms of attribute va
Beside word independence, we made an additional reasonable assumption regarding
tribution of terms in a document; the probability of encountering a specific word i
document is independent of its position. The primary advantage is that it increases the n
of examples available for each term and therefore improves the reliability of the estima

A Prolog written filter parses the document and produces what we call the canonical
of a text. This canonical form is actually a vector representation of the terms and their freq
cies. In order to reduce the amount of data, the canonical form contains only the inform
that is relevant for the probabilistic measures. Punctuation marks, numbers and stopwo
removed and uppercase letters are converted to lowercase so that terms can be com
Notice that this approach implies strictly semantic similarity, no syntactic issues
considered.

c) Bayesian Estimation with Uniform Prior

To complete the design of our leaning model we must choose a method for estimatin
probability terms required by the Naïve Bayes classifier. The word frequencies ca
obtained by a Bayesian Estimation with Uniform Priors, also known as Laplace’s smoo
law [6]. It addresses the problem of assigning a probability distinct from zero to those t
in the document that do not appear in the corpus. It can be interpreted as enlarging the
with the current text. For the formula (1) we have that the size of the new vocabulary i
number of words in the class (or size of the class),C plus the size of the document,N. The
word counter forwi is increased by one because nowwi is present also in the document.

d) The system

The system we designed has two major parts: A prolog program for parsing the new docu
and a Perl script for computing the probabilities and selecting the most suitable cate
Evaluation of the performance was done automatically by iterating over a directory of
files and checking whether the class assignment suggested by the algorithm matched th
inal journal, which was apparent from the file name.

During the leaning stage, the algorithm examines all training documents to extrac
vocabulary for each class and count the frequency of all terms. These corpora are als
sented in the canonical form.

Later, given a new document to be classified, the probability estimates from each corp
used to calculate the closest category according to the formula (3). The result is obtaine
ranked list of the candidate categories where the first one is consider to be correct and th
ers are disregarded.

P wi Cj( )
wi 1+

C N+
-----------------= ( 4 )
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3. Results and Discussion

a) Experimental set-up

The corpora used to run the experiments consisted of a large set of abstracts from com
science journals. They were divided into thee clusters according to their main topic: D
Signal Processing, Biomedical Research and Computer Speech & Language, all col
from Academic Press Journals. The final training data contained over 7000 different si
cant terms i.e, without stopwords or numbers. The corpora enclosed more than 21.000
The classifier was tested with 60 new abstracts from the same journals. This way the c
class was known in advance and it could be compared to the one suggested by the cla
The division between the training set and the test set was randomly chosen and sever
figurations were tested in order to ensure reliable results.

Two characteristics differentiate our data set compared to other papers in the field.
we are working with rather coarse data. The different classes will include larger amou
overlapping terms which will blur the fitting measures. This is not the case for general
classifiers with rather heterogeneous document topics. Second, it is typical for technica
cles to contain many very specific terms−and this is specially outstanding in the abstract.
hand-tuned classifier could make use of this information to increase the weight of this t
in the probabilities and achieve better classification rates. Each article is assigned a sing
egory in the hierarchy.

b) Evaluation Measures

We used a four cell contingency table for each category and a set of test documents:

The total number of test documents is

where
• a is the number of documents correctly assigned to this category.
• b is the number of documents incorrectly assigned to this category.
• c is the number of documents incorrectly rejected from this category.
• d is the number of documents correctly rejected from this category.

We obtained the following results:

Table I: contingency table for a class

documents that belong to C documents that DO NOT
belong to C

documents assigned to C a b

documents NOT assigned to C c d

Table II: contingency table for Digital Signal Processing

documents that belong to
Digital Signal Processing

documents that DO NOT belong to
Digital Signal Processing

documents assigned to
Digital Signal Processing

17 0

documents NOT assigned to
Digital Signal Processing

3 40

N a b c d+ + +=
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Conventional performance measures are defined and computed from this contingency
This measures are recall,r, precision,p, fallout, f, accuracy,Acc, and error,Err:

• r = a / ( a + c ), if  a + c > 0,otherwise undefined;
• p = a / ( a + b ),if  a + b > 0,otherwise undefined;
• f = b / ( b + d ),if  b + d > 0,otherwise undefined;
• Acc = ( a + d ) / N;
• Err= ( b + c) / N.

Macro and Micro-averaging
For evaluating performance of the system across categories, there are two conventiona
ods, namely macro-averaging and micro-averaging. Macro-averaged performance sco
calculated by first computing the scores for the contingency tables for each category an
averaging those to obtain global means. This is a per-category average, which gives
weight to every category regardless of its frequency.

Table III: contingency table for Biomedical Research

documents that belong to
Biomedical Research

documents that DO NOT belong to
Biomedical Research

documents assigned to
Biomedical Research

19 0

documents NOT assigned to
Biomedical Research

1 40

Table IV:contingency table for Computer Speech & Language

documents that belong to
Computer Speech & Language

documents that DO NOT belong to
Computer Speech & Language

documents assigned to
Computer Speech & Language

20 4

documents NOT assigned to
Computer Speech & Language

0 36

Table V: Performance measures

recall precision fallout accuracy error
Digital Signal Processing 85% 100% 0% 95% 5%

 Biomedical Research 95% 100% 0% 98% 2%

Computer Speech & Language 100% 83% 10% 93% 7%

Table VI:Macro-Averaged Performance Measures

recall precision fallout accuracy error
Macro-Averaging 93,3% 94,3% 3,3% 95% 4,6%
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Micro-averaged performance scores give equal weight to every document. this can be
representative in our case, since the number of documents is small and all the classe
tested with the same number of abstracts. First we create a global contingency table, w
average of the values in the category tables, and use this to infer the performance sco

c) Unbalanced Corpora.

Some poor results− bellow 30% successfully classified documents− were obtained in the first
versions of the program. Two circumstances were pointed out as possible reasons: The
was both small and unbalanced.

The abstracts in one of the journals tended to be significantly shorter than the avera
both the corpus and the test documents from this class contained less information. The
very few abstracts were finally assigned to this cluster.

Enlarging the corpora proved to be a better solution than artificially balancing the class
pus. After having collected a corpus of near 20000 words, the classification rate reache
correctly assigned documents, still with a rather unbalanced distribution (Coefficient of
ance = 20%). Neither larger corpora nor better distribution resulted in redu
misclassification (see figure 1).

Table VII:global contingency table for a class

documents that belong to C documents that DO NOT
belong to C

documents assigned to C 17+19+20 = 56 0+0+4 = 4

documents NOT assigned to C 3+1+0 = 4 40+40+36 = 116

Table VIII:Micro-Averaged Performance Measures

recall precision fallout accuracy error
Micro-Averaging 93% 93% 3% 96% 4%

Figure 1. Classification rates with respect to the size of the corpus. Coefficient of Variance = 0,2
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Above this threshold, enlarging the corpora had little effect on the number of new signifi
terms for each class and consequently on the performance (see figure 2). This sugge
the presence/absence of a common term is clearly more revealing for a good classifi
than the number of occurrences. Because of this property, words such asmodelor systemthat
appear often in all classes will have restricted effect in the classification decision comp
to those terms which are unique for a class.
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Figure 2. Relation between the size of the corpus and the number of different terms on it.
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